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FROM HUMBLE BEGINNINGS FOR THE LOVE OF TILES  
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OUR VISION
Union Tiles attaches great importance 
to searching for the latest trends and 
developments in the tile, wall and floor décor 
industry. 

We pride ourselves on stocking the latest tile 
fashions from Europe, South America, Asia, 
and locally. 

Frequent trips are made to global trade fairs 
to ensure that the company stays abreast of 
the latest wall and floor tile industry. Quarries 
around the world are visited to find the best 
Marble, Granites and Natural Stone sources.

According to Nellie Botha, Sales Manager and  
Senior Designer of Union Tiles, the company 
offers a wide and diverse product range that 
encourages innovative and aesthetic ideas. From its humble origins 

in Johannesburg in 1922, 
to a national brand that 
prides itself in its constant 
search for the latest trends 
and developments in the 
tile, wall and floor decor 
industry, here is a look at 
Union Tiles on its milestone 
for the past 95 years.

Union Tiles was 
established in Jeppe 
South, Johannesburg, 
in 1922 as a Terrazzo 
tile and concrete 
products manufacturer. It 
continued to operate at 
this location until 1950.

Finally, Union Tiles moved 
to  Bedfordview in 1968. 
The head office is still 
situated here, and now 
boasts one of the largest 
tile showrooms in South 
Africa.

In terms of my vision for the future with 
regards to design and décor all I can say is 
‘wow’! "Every day is filled with new challenges. 
The building industry and property markets 
are slowly but surely ‘feeling’ the impact 
of the global energy crisis, low growth and 
restrictive credit availability". Nellie Botha 
continues to suggest that architects, builders 
and designers should concentrate on energy 
saving features for homes and offices, and the 
tile selection and application of them, plays 
an important role in such cost savings.

Union Tiles would encourage customers to 
spend time on their budgets and research the 
quality and aesthetic value of the intended 
product that they wish to purchase, Nellie 
adds. “Many customers are influenced by 
fashion trends only, resulting in the purchase 
of products that are inferior in quality, or 
not suited to the required application. Union 
Tiles will concentrate on ongoing training 
and service delivery to ensure that the staff 
understand the needs of the customer and 
give advice to meet those needs.”

SERVICES 
Questions and 
Technical 
Specifications

Union Tiles sales staff members are available 
to prepare a complete quotation of all items 
requested for specific needs. Our specialist  
sales staff in our projects department will 
assist in advising which product is most suited 
for its application and will gladly prepare 
quotes for a wide range of job sizes, from 
small household jobs to larger projects like 
shopping centres and commercial projects. 
We also assist with all technical specifications.

Delivery Sevices - 
Local and 
International

After Sales Sevices 

Projects Technical 
Specification 
Department

Union Tiles has a specialised projects 
department that deals with floor and 
wall coverings, Marble and Granite slabs, 
white cement, pool plaster, and coloured 
screeds and the supply thereof on a large 
scale. Our team of sales executives work 
together closely with architects, according 
to specifications, in order to see the project 
through to completion.

Rosina Bernicchi, daughter of our founder 
Giacomo,  is one of the initiators and founding 
members of the projects department and is 
still involved as a specialist in the Terrazzo tile 
marketing team.

We offer a delivery service at a fee, which 
operates throughout our branches, in the 
metropolitan and surrounding areas. Delivery 
is prompt and usually takes place within 48 
hours of your order being placed.  Deliveries 
to numerous areas such as Gabarone, Maputo, 
Zambia, Mauritius,  etc. are also arranged in-
house.

Union Tiles provides after sales support in 
terms of advice, technical information and 
maintenance on any product purchased from 
our company.  

OUR DIVISIONS 
Union Tiles has seven outlets including Bedfordview, Randburg, Centurion, Nelspruit, Bloemfontein, Cape Town and Ballito, with its head office 
and factory being located in Bedfordview. In neighbouring African countries we have outlets in Lusaka (Zambia), Windhoek and Swakopmund 
(Namibia).

VISIT US IN-STORE TODAY! OUR SHOWROOMS ARE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE, CHOOSE UNION TILES

WE OFFER FREE PROFESSIONAL EXPERT ADVICE

Diastar

Offers a wide range 
of stone technology 

from diamond 
cutting tools, 

cutting machines, 
stone processing 

equipment, 
power tools, and 
stone polishing 

machinery. 

Retailer of 
taps, bathroom 
furniture, baths, 

basins and 
sanitary ware 

Tile Decor 

Retailer of local 
and imported 

Ceramic, 
Porcelain wall 
and floor tiles, 
Mosaics, tile 
adhesives, 

sanitary ware, 
bathroom 

furniture and 
allied products.  

Union Tiles  

Manufacturer of Slim 
Line Terra-Stone 

Terrazzo and exposed 
aggregate floor tiles, 

pool coping and 
plasters, Mosaics, 

and outdoor garden 
furniture as well as 

handmade patterned 
Terrazzo tiles.

Union Flooring Tiles   

Supplier of imported 
and local Marble and 
Granite tiles, Marble 

and Granite slabs, 
other Natural Stone 

tiles and products, as 
well as all polishing 

and cutting tools, 
abrasives and sealers. 

The company also 
offers custom made 
Marble and Granite 

furniture, vanity slabs 
and kitchen unit tops.

National Tiles   

WIDE SELECTION OF TILES AND SANWARE TO MATCH YOUR LIFESTYLE 
www.uniontiles.co.za

Giacomo Ghisleni 
Our Founder and Specialist in Terrazzo
Tile Manufacturing  
1881-1947

Andrea Ghisleni 
Founder of Union Mosaics & Tiles 
1917-2004

Giglio Ghisleni 
MD of Union Flooring Tiles  
Production facility    
1927

TILE INDUSTRY

CELEBRATING
OVER 100 YEARS
IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN

TODAY 

THE 
FOUNDATION  

KEY FOUNDING MEMBERS  

COMING 
HOME  

1922

1968

Product and Services
Overview

As with most things in life, our 
choices are sometimes influenced 
by the latest fashion trends and 
visual appeal of wall and floor 
finishes. Corporate applications 
would require you to be aware 
of the brand’s corporate image, 
lighting of the area to be tiled, 
surface hardness and scratch 
resistance. Union Tiles sales staff 
members are qualified to assist 
in advising the best products to 
achieve the desired effect. 

Today the Union Tiles Group 
is the largest independent tile 
distributor in South Africa, 
handling the widest range 
of floor and wall tiles in the 
country, in either Ceramic, 
Porcelain, Natural Stone 
or Terrazzo finishes, with 
branches in all the major 
metropolitan regions as well 
as Namibia and Zambia.    

Photo of the first 
Union Tiles factory and 
manufaccturing tiles taken 
from inside the factory.
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Large Slabs Utilised 
in Kitchen Counter 
Tops, Staircases, 
Bar Tops, Vanity 
Slabs, Cladding of 
Building Facades 

These slabs are available in a variety of materials: Marble, Granite, Sandstone, Engineered Quartz, 
Slate, Quartzite and Onyx. They are imported from specially researched quarries and manufacturers 
around the globe and distributed to approved local processors.

Ceramic

Porcelain tiles are generally used for areas 
which must handle intensive high density  foot 
traffic. Glazed Porcelain tiles are the perfect 
product for banks, busy restaurants and 
supermarkets. Polished Porcelain is extremely 
glossy and is used in various applications.

There is a great range of floor tile textures, 
including rustic, non-slip, and glazed 
finishes. Light, medium and heavy duty tiles 

are available to suit different foot traffic 
conditions.

Our floor tiles include a range of locally 
manufactured and imported tiles. Sizes 
available include 200x200mm, 300x300mm, 
450x450mm, 300x600mm, 600x600mm, 
450x900mm, 800x800mm, 1000x1000mm, 
600x1200mm and 800x1600mm.

Terra-Stone is our exclusive new full bodied 
hydraulically pressed  range of Terrazzo tiles, 
available in 300/600/800mm formats. They 
are extremely hard wearing and have stood 
the test of time for decades in numerous 
buildings throughout South Africa in the last 
95 years.  Decor handmade 200x200mm 
patterned tiles compliment the range. See 
www.terrazzotiles.co.za for more. 

PRODUCTS  
Tile Selection 

Porcelain Terra-Stone Terrazzo

Venice Stone Slabs  
An engineered Quartz product produced 
on patented plant and equipment, with 
94% natural quartz and 6% resin.  A 15 
year warranty provides  peace of mind and 
durable surface for indoor applications such 
as kitchen work tops, bar tops and staircases.

Create a surrounding with the timeless 
beauty of Natural Stone tiles. Natural Stone is 
a heritage, freely given, to be creatively  used. 
It is the unearthed stone itself, waiting for the 
ingenuity and vision of man to enhance the 
beauty and meaning.

As different as the faces in a crowd are, so 
are the treasures of Natural Stone buried in 
the crust of the earth. Each piece of Natural 
Stone is signed by the creator-Mother 
Nature, rendered unique and exclusive by its 
different origins on the earth and history of its 
formation, millenniums ago.

Surface textures are available in: honed; 
polished; flamed; antique and a natural cleft 
finish. Formats available are 300x300mm, 
400x400mm, and 600x600mm. Random slab 
thickness sizes are available in 20mm and 
30mm as well as special request sizes.

Travertine
The timeless elegance of Travertine used by 
the Romans centuries ago is just as popular 
today and is available in raw cut or cross cut. 
Our Travertine tiles can be filled or unfilled, 
polished, and hammered or bush hammered. Quartzite

Crafting stone is one of the oldest and most 
respected of all human activities. From the 
Egyptian’s endeavours to create their timeless 
pyramids, the technology of stone processing 
has evolved today’s efficient methods which 
have made Natural Stone more affordable.

Sandstone
A sedimentary material with a beautiful 
array of colours, hues and veining patterns 
is available in natural split, hammered, 
sandblasted or a flowered finish.

Marble 

NATURAL STONE RANGE

Slate               
A very durable and attractive Natural Stone 
quarried along natural clearage plains. 
Available in a wide range of colours, usually 
natural split surfaces but sometimes 
hammered or honed.
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Union’s Manufactured 
Industrial Tiles 
Indarok Tiles
Hard wearing tiles utilizing the hardest 
wearing natural stone minerals, aggregates 
and cements in conjunction with certain 
chemicals. Sizes include 300x300x25mm 
and 303x303x32mm

Dry Shake Indarok and 
Indaferro Floor Armouring
Due to the demand for better performance 
from concrete floors, Union Tiles has 
developed a range of Floor Armouring 
Shields to enable the benefits of the special 
hard setting concrete flooring through 
application by the ‘Dry Shake’ method. This 
then allows for a seamless extremely hard 
wearing floor finish in various colour options. 

TIMBER FLOORING 
Darker toned timber flooring, is perfect for 
creating a formal yet classical atmosphere. 
Light timber flooring enhances a relaxed 
atmosphere and allows a wider colour 
selection for furnishing and fabrics. 

BAMBOO FLOORING 
Union Tiles stocks a range of natural bamboo 
tongue and groove strip flooring to help 
create that warm and intimate atmosphere 
and ambience that only bamboo and wood 
can achieve.

Create beautiful modern interiors or more 
classic effects with our range of wood and 
bamboo tiles. Perfect for office and home 
with beautiful natural textures underfoot. 

TREVISANO HAND MADE TERRAZZO  

A sellected range of quality hand made  
Terrazzo patterned tiles in a 200x200mm 
format.

DIASTAR STONE TECHNOLOGY PRODUCT RANGE 
• Buffing compounds  • Polishing powder • Floor grinding / polishing machinery  
• Abrasives for hand held polishing and floor grinding machinery • Resins polishing disks
• Flexible rubber backing discs • manual polishing tools 
• Diamond polishing discs • Quarry Equipment 
• Diamond wire for quarrying Granite and Marble • Star crack motor for cracking rock.

PORTLAND WHITE CEMENT 
Union Tiles is a stockist of one of the 
leading cement products: CIMSA White 
Cement.

CIMSA White Cement
CIMSA is a quality white Portland cement. 
This cement is fully imported and is made by 
a unique use of raw materials. It is ideal for 
light or pigmented structural concrete precast 
work street furniture and road markings. It 
can also be used in the manufacture of floor 
toppings; ready-mixed renders artistic works 
such as sculpture and decorative mouldings, 
setting and grouting of tiles, cut stone and 
marble mosaics as well as paints and pool 
plasters, and in the manufacture of pavers and  
concrete tiles.

Grouts, Adhesives and 
Additives
Union Tiles offers a wide range of grouts, 
tiling adhesives, bonding liquids and key 
coats to suit your everyday tiling needs. 
We manufacture high quality products in 
our factory, and we stock some of the best 
tried and tested quality brand names. 

MOSAICS 
A wide selection of Mosaics are available in Ceramic, Porcelain, 
Terrazzo, and Natural Stone as well as Glass. Mosaics are used in 
bathrooms, vanities and showers, swimming pools and exterior 
cladding, any area where decorative work is required. Union Tiles 
stocks an exclusive range of natural marble Mosaics mounted on 
netting which is available in both polished and honed (non-slip) 
finish.

BATHROOM ACCESSORIES AND SANITARY WARE

Our diverse range of bathroom accessories  is 
diverse and includes bath mixers, spa baths, 
sink mixers, shower sets and pillar taps, which 
are available in the following finishes: chrome 
plated, white epoxy and gold plated or chrome 
and gold plated.

Union Tiles stocks a range of sanitary ware 
consisting of Porcelain resin composite, 
acrylic baths and solid Marble or Granite baths 
(including spa baths), basins, toilets, bidets, 
sinks, showers, cabinets, taps and mixers.

The bathroom is a place in which the mind, 
body and soul is relaxed. We have everything 
that you need to create the bathroom of your 
dreams. 

CLADDING 
All diverse range of stone cladding is available in 
different textures, colours and systems. Both pre-
assembled modular types and more rustic types 
requiring basic stone masonry skills to install. POOL PLASTER AND POOL ACCESSORIES  

Our trained and experienced specialists will offer you advice on the preparation and the 
application of our own ‘Supreme Pool Plaster’ brand, which is made at our factory and is 
available in a variety of colours.  We also manufacture pool copings, pool paints, namely 
Pooltex. Union Tiles also offers a wide range of glazed ceramic and glass mosaics for 
pools and surrounding  paving. 

EDGE TRIMMING AND STAIR NOSING ACCESSORIES  
Edge trimmings ensure that tiled edge details look appealing and are 
protected and effectively finished off for both internal and external 
corners, stair nosing and along movement/ expansion joints. These 
fittings are available in aluminium, brass, stainless steel and flexible 
coloured PVC strips to suit your choice of tiles in various profiles.

Not only do edge trimmings protect the tiles, but due to the range
of colours and design, they introduce a dynamic element to the
aesthetics of tiled finishes.

DS-1A001
Scrubbing/Buffing/
Polisher

DS-1X6
Medium Duty Floor 
Grinder 

DS-1175B
Light Duty Polishing
Machine 



VISIT OUR BRANCHES TODAY!  

VISIT OUR BRANCHES FOR 
MORE INFO ON OUR TIMELESS 
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Tile Factory Showroom  Warehouse   Natural Stone Slab Yard 

Gold Reef City Hotel 
V&A Waterfront Mall, Cape Town  
Ballito Junction Mall
South African Police Service, Lusikisiki
Otse Police College, Botswana  
Nelson Mandela Children’s Hospital, Johannesburg
Maun Hospital, Botswana 
University of Botswana Business School
South African Breweries 
Emperors Palace Hotel 
Bank City, Johannesburg
Blue Downs Magistrates Court 
Montecasino Hotel and Casino 
Carnival City 
Absa Bank 

Projects for which the group’s products have been 
specified are:

PRESTIGIOUS PROJECTS UNDERTAKEN

KFC, Steers and Debonairs Pizza Outlets, and  Nando’s
VW, Audi, Toyota, Land Rover, Ford and Mazda Showrooms 
Ellis Park Swimming Pool 
Darras Centre, Kensington 
Numerous schools in South Africa 
One & Only Le Saint Geran Resort - Mauritius 
Bakeries
The Big Mouth Restaurant - Sandton 
Salsa Mexican Grill 
Jamie Oliver Restaurant - Johannesburg
Chefs Table Restaurant - Ballito
Doppio Zero Restaurant
Starbucks Coffee Co.  
Kendal, Medupi, Kelvin Power Stations 
Major motor car dealerships 

19 North Reef Road, Bedfordview East, 
Germiston, SOUTH AFRICA

TEL:  (+27 11) 663 2000 

BALLITO 032 946 0384
BEDFORDVIEW 011 663 2000 (Head office)
BLOEMFONTEIN 051 421 1285
CAPE TOWN 021 510 5933 
CENTURION 012 643 0121 
RANDBURG 011 791 4924  
NELSPRUIT 013 752 6775  
LUSAKA 097 774 7332 
WINDHOEK 00264 61 271 296/7 
SWAKOPMUND 00264 64 461 111

E-mail: info@uniontiles.co.za

Head Office 

www.diastar.co.za
www.venicestone.co
www.terrazzotiles.co.za
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Aerial view of Union Tiles Bedfordview Head office 


